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WORLDWIDE 

Rails Girls (http://railsgirls.com/) is an international movement inspiring female entrepreneurs 
and developers by giving them the tools to build their ideas.  There have been over 60 
international workshops with 15 more planned in 2013.

washington dc 

Rails Girls DC((http://railsgirlsdc.com) has held two successful workshops in the past.  So 
successful, a Rails Girls DC Meetup has been created to provide regular and continued support 
for all who want to build their own ideas through Ruby on Rails.
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SPONSORSHIP 

Sponsoring Rails Girls DC is a great way to get involved, make a di!erence, and create the 
future for all those in tech, not just females.  If you want to get access to great potential talent, 
promote your brand, your product or are looking to promote the female STEM community - 
you should support us!

We are creating an unforgettable workshop that leaves attendees and coaches inspired to keep 
building and keep innovating.  Past Rails Girls DC Workshops have produced CTO's, CEO's, 
technical project managers, and developers right here in the DC Tech community.  You can 
get involved with the event on several levels.  Email us at railsgirlsdc@gmail.com and let us know 
which level is right for you!

Recognition on RailsGirlsDC.com

5 Twitter Shout-Outs

Featured on the sponsor slide during the event

BRONZE $100

Recognition on RailsGirlsDC.com

5 Twitter Shout-Outs

Logo on the back of event t-shirt

individual slide on the sponsor slide during the event

silver $250

Recognition on RailsGirlsDC.com

10 Twitter Shout-Outs

Logo on the back of event t-shirt

individual slide on the sponsor slide during the event

special mention in the press release

gold $500

Ready to sponsor?  
Reach us at 

railsgirlsdc@gmail.com
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don't have any cash but still want to donate?

We would also love the following items:
 
    baked goods
  
    breakfast
    
    lunch
   
    Coaches Dinner

    Lunch Supplies (cups, plates, silverware)
   
    Snacks

    Printing Materials (for workshop posters and workbooks)

    Balloons/Event Decor
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